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ARTIST

b           Meet The Masters
              John James Audubon

John James Audubon was a 
French painter born in 1785. 
When he was 18, Audubon 
immigrated to the United 
States and lived in 
southeastern Pennsylvania, 
now known as Audubon, PA.

He was notable for his 
extensive studies 
documenting all types of 
American birds and for his 
detailed illustrations that 
depicted the birds in their 
natural habitats.

The Ruffed Grouse pictured 
here is Pennsylvania's State 
Bird.  Can you color it like 
Audubon?









 

  

Circle the leaf that completes the pattern. Circle the leaf that completes the pattern.



What is photosynthesis?

Have you ever noticed that plants need sunlight to live? It seems sort of 
strange doesn’t it? How can sunlight be a type of food? Well, sunlight is 
energy and photosynthesis is the process plants use to take the energy from 
sunlight and use it to convert carbon dioxide and water into food.
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Three things plants need to live

Plants need three basic things to live: water, sunlight, and carbon dioxide. 
Plants breathe carbon dioxide just like we breathe oxygen. When plants 
breathe carbon dioxide in, they breathe out oxygen. Plants are the major 
source of oxygen on planet Earth and help keep us alive.

We know now that plants use sunlight as energy, they get water from rain, 
and they get carbon dioxide from breathing. The process of taking these three 
key ingredients and making them into food is called photosynthesis.
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